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Treatise on Process Metallurgy, Volume 2: Process PhenomenaElsevier Limited, 2014

	Process metallurgy provides academics with the fundamentals of the manufacturing of metallic materials, from raw materials into finished parts or products.


	Coverage is divided into three volumes, entitled Process Fundamentals, encompassing process fundamentals, extractive and refining processes, and metallurgical process...
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Multiple Wiener-Itô Integrals: With Applications to Limit TheoremsSpringer, 2013

	The goal of this Lecture Note is to prove a new type of limit theorems for normalized sums of strongly dependent random variables that play an important role in probability theory or in statistical physics. Here non-linear functionals of stationary Gaussian fields are considered, and it is shown that the theory of Wiener–Itô...
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Predictive Analytics with Microsoft Azure Machine Learning: Build and Deploy Actionable Solutions in MinutesApress, 2014

	Data Science and Machine Learning are in high demand, as customers are increasingly looking for ways to glean insights from all their data. More customers now realize that Business Intelligence is not enough as the volume, speed and complexity of data now defy traditional analytics tools. While Business Intelligence addresses descriptive and...
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Early Christian ReaderSociety of Biblical Literature, 2013

	Early Christian Reader is a sourcebook and textbook that offers a welcoming and informed entrée into the complex world of the earliest Christian literature. The books of the New Testament (NRSV) are presented in a plausible chronological order rather than the canonical order encountered in modern New Testaments. In addition,...
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Bioluminescent Imaging: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		This volume provides detailed protocols and methodologies required to perform bioluminescent imaging in multiple stages, enabling the reader to integrate this technology into their laboratory-based imaging experiments. Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format, chapters include introductions...
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Environmental Nanotechnology Volume 3 (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World)Springer, 2019

	
		This third volume on environmental nanotechnology includes chapters dealing with topics such nanoremediation, waste water purification, nanosensors, nanomedicine, and nanofiltration. It also highlights the safety aspects and risk assessment and management related to several toxins, as well as nanotechnology related solutions for...
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Reason 3 for Windows and Macintosh : Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Combining pristine sound quality with a comfortably retro-styled virtual rack (including a polyphonic synthesizer, mixing console, sampler, and drum machine), Reason has won legions of fans since its introduction. Now, everyone is singing its praises -- from bands like Nine Inch Nails and Prodigy to video producers. Here to show you why is the...
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Artificial Cognition SystemsIGI Global, 2006
The central questions confronting artificial intelligence and cognitive science revolve around the nature of meaning and of mind. Minds are presumed to be the processors of mental content, where that content has the capacity to influence our speech and other behavior. The hard part is figuring out how that is done. Mental states must exercise...
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New Developments In Parsing Technology (Text, Speech and Language Techology)Springer, 2004
Parsing can be defined as the decomposition of complex structures into their constituent parts, and parsing technology as the methods, the tools and the software to parse automatically. Parsing is a central area of research in the automatic processing of human language. Parsers are being used in many application areas, for example question...
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Legal Knowledge and Information Systems:  JURIX 2006: The Nineteenth Annual Conference - Volume 152 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2006
This volume contains the Proceedings of the Nineteenth JURIX Conference on Legal Knowledge and Information Systems (JURIX 2006), December 7th–9th, Université Pantheon Assas – Paris II, France. This year we hoped to put two new topics on the agenda: Artificial Intelligence in police and intelligence services and the impact of AI...
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Core Java(TM), Volume I--Fundamentals (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007
In late 1995, the Java programming language buret onto the Internet scene and gained instant celebrity status. The promise of Java technology was that it would become the universal glue that connects users with information, whether that information comes from web servers, databases, information providers, or any other imaginable source. Indeed,...
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Communicating with Email and the Internet: Learning Made SimpleButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
This handy textbook covers all you will need to know to learn to communicate using email and the internet. 

Learning Made Simple books give readers skills without frills. They are matched to the main qualifications, in this case ECDL, ICDL and CLAIT, and written by experienced teachers and authors to make often tricky subjects simple to...
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